Church youth worker: “Tell the teacher
that gives the sex lessons – say his lessons
are worrying you”
Girl: “Okay…if it will do any good.”

Girl: “I don’t need to know what lesbians
and homosexuals do. I’m not that way.
Teacher: “You might be… You’re still a bit
young to know. You could be repressing
your ‘inner self’.

Girl: “’Inner self’?
Teacher: “Well, we’re all bisexual by
nature.”
Girl: “Bisexual?!? You mean we can go
with both boys as well as girls?”
Teacher: “Yes, Dr Kinsey proved it. He
was a very important scientist.”

GP: “Bisexual? Rubbish! Kinsey was
exposed as a fraud years ago. How did you
hear of him?
Girl: My SRE” teacher. He said Kinsey
was a scientist who had proved that we
were bisexual by nature.
GP: The research shows that boys and girls
are distinct in the embryo. Their brains are
different just after conception. Girls have no
Y chromosome so they can’t be boys.
Bisexuality is a social thing NOT a medical
one.

Girl: “I hate SRE. It’s… unnatural.”
GP: “You don’t have to put up with it.”
Girl: “What, I can refuse to go into
lessons?”
GP: “You can’t but your parents have
the legal right to withdraw you.”
Girl: “Are you sure, Doctor?”
GP: “Yes, it’s in the 1996 Act. Sex
education must fit within the beliefs of
the family.”

Girl: “Can you write to the school to get
me out of their sex lessons?”
Dad: “SEX lessons?!? What sex lessons?”
Mum: “All secondary schools have them.”
Girl: “But I don’t have to have them.”
Dad: “I’ll write tonight. Sex Lessons!”

Headmistress: “This letter from your
father… Why does he want you to miss
these lessons?”
Girl: “I find the lessons upsetting.”
Head: “Upsetting? WHAT do you find
upsetting?”
Girl: “I don’t like being told I’m bisexual.”
Head: “Come outside…”

Head: “Close the classroom door. Look, if
you withdraw from the lessons, it could
make other girls want to withdraw as well.”
Girl: “Wouldn’t that be good. If they are
upset, why shouldn’t they withdraw, too?”
Head: “SRE is a very…well…sensitive
subject. Not everyone approves of the way
it’s taught. Look, you’re a bright girl; a
leader. You could do well. And the school
has served you well, hasn’t it? After all
we’ve done, you don’t want to ruin our
good reputation do you?”

Girl: “But it’s my life, Miss Grainger.”
Head: “You’ll be very unpopular if you go
ahead with this. You could even put the
teacher’s job on the line. The other teachers
wouldn’t like that. Then, there’s the other
girls…You’ll stand out as, well, different.
I’m sure you wouldn’t want that. No one
would."

Girl: “I’ll take the risk. It’s my life. And
I’m sure there’s some teaching I’d be better
without.

